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This thesis analyzes the motivation and performance of 403 acquisitions made by emerging multinational corporations (EMNCs) in Western Europe and North America between 1994 and
2013. The findings indicate that most EMNCs were motivated to acquire in order to obtain access to the upstream and downstream know-how of their target firms. In addition, the thesis' event
study results demonstrate that EMNCs on average generated value for their shareholders with their acquisitions over short periods around acquisition announcement. This result is particularly
significant since similar studies on buying firms from developed markets have frequently come to the conclusion that acquirers destroy shareholder value.
This book is intended for both practising managers who require a thorough knowledge of the principles of making investment decisions in the real world and for students undertaking financial
courses whether at undergraduate, MBA or professional levels. The subject matter encompasses relevant aspects of the investment decision varying from a basic introduction to the appraisal
techniques available to placing investment decisions within a strategic context and coverage of recent developments including real options, value at risk and environmental investments.
This is the 12th edition of the market-leading Business Finance, a highly regarded text that has now been around for over 40 years. It takes a rigorous and authoritative coverage of major
corporate finance topics, sitting at the highest level with regard to technical concepts. It takes a strong analytical approach and is well-suited to strong finance units where students will be
continuing on to further studies in corporate finance. The Peirson brand is iconic in this market, with its respected author team including three Professors of Finance. The authors' objective for
this update is to ensure that new developments in the field are incorporated whilst retaining the theoretical rigour for which the text is known. The text is suited to rigorous second-year subjects
and lower third year subjects, as well as MBA-level finance nonmajors.
Combining depth of theory with practical applications, Madura's best-selling INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ABRIDGED, 12E builds on the fundamental principles of corporate
finance to provide the timely information and contemporary insights needed to prosper in today's global business environment. With its signature reader-friendly style and clear explanations,
the text introduces international finance with a focus on the important role of modern multinational corporations in global commerce. It discusses a wide range of managerial topics using a
strong corporate perspective. Emphasizing the most recent financial changes and industry trends, the Twelfth Edition highlights financial reform and its impact on international finance today.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The recent financial crisis has troubled the US, Europe, and beyond, and is indicative of the integrated world in which we live. Today, transactions take place with the use of foreign currencies,
and their values affect the nations' economies and their citizens' welfare. Exchange Rates and International Financial Economics provides readers with the historic, theoretical, and practical
knowledge of these relative prices among currencies. While much of the previous work on the topic has been simply descriptive or theoretical, Kallianiotis gives a unique and intimate
understanding of international exchange rates and their place in an increasingly globalized world.
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here The Sage Course Companion on International Business is an easy-to-navigate support guide to the International Business curriculum.
It will allow readers to extend their understanding of key concepts and enhance their thinking skills in line with course requirements. This book also provides guidance on essential study skills
and advice on developing critical thinking about international business. Designed to compliment existing textbooks for the course, the Companion provides: - A helpful overview of International
Business key concepts and theories in support of your course expecations - Tips, notes and possible exam questions to help you remember key points and International business issues 'Going further' sections to help you on your way to earning extra marks - Guidance and excercises to aid study and revision skills - Pointers to success in exams and written excercises The
Sage Course Companion in International Business is much more than a revision guide; it is an essential tool that will help readers take their course understanding to new levels and help them
achieve success in their undergraduate course.
This edition takes into account the research from Australia available through bodies such as ANZMAC and Australasian Marketing Journal. It provides an explanation of what consumer
behaviour variables are and the types and importance of each.

Renowned for its authoritative, comprehensive coverage of contemporary international finance, this text trains the leaders of tomorrow's multinational enterprises to recognize
and capitalize on the unique characteristics of global markets.
A practical approach for entrepreneurs and investors Entrepreneurial Finance provides readers with the fundamental knowledge to finance, start, grow, and value new ventures,
without the complex finance terms and calculations. This comprehensive yet practical approach incorporates a global perspective that appeals to entrepreneurs, investors, and
students with diverse backgrounds, knowledge, and experience. From Facebook to Camera+, Gary Gibbons, Robert D. Hisrich, and Carlos M. DaSilva use real-world examples
and their professional experiences to bring concepts to life. This text is one of the most readable books in the market without compromising high quality content and resources.
The rapid growth in investment treaties has led to a burgeoning number of international arbitration decisions that have applied and interpreted treaty provisions in disputes
between investors and states concerning their respective rights. This flurry of treaties and arbitral decisions has seen the creation of a new branch of international law- the law of
investment claims. In this revised edition, Jeswald Salacuse examines the law of international investment treaties, specifically in relation to its origins, structure, content, and
effect, as well as their impact on international investors and investments, and the governments that are parties to them. Investment treaty law is a rapidly evolving field and since
publication of the first edition, the law of international investment treaties has both experienced considerable growth and generated extensive controversy. 2011 saw the highest
number of new treaty-based arbitration filed under international investment agreements to date, and in July 2014, the Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v The Russian
Federation culminated with awards of over US$50 billion; a historic record for any arbitration. Controversy in this field has primarily revolved around the investor-state dispute
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settlement process, which as thus far involved at least 98 states as respondents. Salacuse captures these developments in this updated edition, examining not only the
significant growth in treaties, but the trends that have followed, and their effect on the content and evolution of the law of investment treaties. Specific topics include conditions for
the entry of foreign investment and general standards of treatment of foreign investments; monetary transfers; operational conditions; protection against expropriation;
dispossession and compensation for losses; dispute settlement, including negotiation, arbitration, and conciliation; and judicial proceedings.
Management Control Systems 10/e builds on strengths from prior editions by offering a rich diversity of cases balanced with current material. The primary market for
Management Control Systems is an MBA level elective in control systems. The text may also be appropriate for advanced managerial accounting courses and/or MBA-level cost
accounting courses with an emphasis on management control. The text is organized to develop insights and analytical skills related to how managers go about designing,
implementing, and using planning and control systems to implement strategies.
Charles Hill's Global Business Today, 3e (GBT) has become an established text in the International Business market for its excellent, but concise coverage of the key global
issues including the cultural context for global business, cross-border trade and investment, the global monetary system and competition in the global environment. GBT's
concise chapters give a general introduction to international business - emphasizing the environmental factors, with less coverage of operations. Charles Hill is renowned for his
attention to research trends and that is evident in Global Business Today, 3e through a variety of real world examples and cases from small, medium, and large companies
throughout the world.
Despite the enormous diversity and complexity of financial instruments, the current taxation of hybrid financial instruments and the remuneration derived therefrom are
characterized by a neat division into dividend-generating equity and interest-generating debt as well as by a coexistence of source- and residence-based taxation. This book
provides a comparative analysis of the classification of hybrid financial instruments in the national tax rules currently applied by Australia, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands as
well as in the relevant tax treaties and EU Directives. Moreover, based on selected hybrid financial instruments, mismatches in these tax classifications, which lead to tax
planning opportunities and risks and thus are in conflict with the single tax principle, are identified. To address these issues, the author provides reform options that are in line
with the dichotomous debt-equity framework, as he/she suggests the coordination of either tax classifications or tax treatments.
"'International Business' addresses the strategic, structural and functional implications of international business in firms around the world."--Source inconnue.
The role of the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) has substantially changed in a world characterized by globalized financial markets and truly global products. The accelerated
development of new technologies, products, and markets has led to an increasingly dynamic and uncertain competitive situation. The book demonstrates and discusses the
impact of this changing corporate environment on the role and responsibilities of the CFO. A more holistic view that integrates business and financial decisions is required in
order to manage these challenges of globalization. The book shows how the CFO can adopt and implement this management approach and thus play a vital role in the firm’s
value creation.
Multinational Business FinanceAddison-Wesley
Delivering unrivaled depth of theory and practical applications, Madura's INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, 13e, builds on the fundamental principles of corporate
finance to provide the timely information and contemporary insights needed to prosper in today's global business environment. Well known for its reader-friendly style and clear
explanations, this best-seller introduces international finance with a focus on the important role of modern multinational corporations in global commerce. Using a strong
corporate perspective, it discusses a wide range of managerial topics and emphasizes the most recent changes in the international environment. Relevant examples, instructive
diagrams, and self-tests ensure readers thoroughly understand -- and remember -- what they learn. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Access Card Package Package consists of: *0134472136 / 9780134472133 Fundamentals of Multinational Finance*0134626575 / 9780134626574 MyLab Finance with Pearson
eText -- Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Multinational Finance
This collection of readings provides a solid grounding in the major practical business decisions that students and managers face in a global setting. The organization of the reader
emphasizes general patterns of trade and investment flows, while examining in depth - the reasons for the internationalization of firms and the international dimension of various
functional areas, including finance, accounting, marketing, and production.In six sections the readings take up changes in international ownership patterns, corporate strategy,
international marketing issues, the basic financial decisions and taxation issues for a multinational firm, and political risk. Each section includes an introduction that outlines the
basic ideas to be discussed, as well as questions, key terms, and suggestions for further reading.Robert Z. Aliber is Professor of International Economics and Finance at the
Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago. Reid W. Click is Assistant Professor of Economics in the Lemberg Program in International Economics and Finance at
Brandeis University.
International Economics, 13th Edition provides students with a comprehensive, up-to-date review of the field’s essential principles and theory. This comprehensive textbook
explains the concepts necessary to understand, evaluate, and address the economic problems and issues the nations of the world are currently facing, and are likely to face in
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the future. Balancing depth and accessibility, the text helps students identify the real-world relevance of the material through extensive practical applications and examples. The
new, thoroughly-updated and expanded edition provides students with a solid knowledgebase in international trade theory and policy, balance of payments, foreign exchange
markets and exchange rates, open-economy macroeconomics, and the international monetary system. The text uniquely employs the same graphical and numerical model in
chapters that cover the same basic concept, allowing students to recognize the relationship among the different topics without having to start with a new example each time.
Clear, straightforward discussions of each key concept and theory are complemented by concrete, accessible, and relatable examples that serve to strengthen student
comprehension and retention. Topics include the ‘Great Recession,’ the increase in trade protectionism, excessive volatility and large misalignments of exchange rates, and the
impacts of resource scarcity and climate change to continued growth and sustainable development.
This book presents theories and case studies for corporations in developed nations, including Japan, for designing strategies to maximize opportunities and minimize threats in
business expansion into developing nations. The case studies featured here focus on Asia, including China and India, and use examples of Japanese manufacturers. Five case
studies are provided, including Hitachi Construction Machinery and Shiseido in China and Maruti Suzuki in India. These cases facilitate the reader’s understanding of the
business environments in emerging economies. This volume is especially recommended for business people responsible for international business development, particularly in
China and India. In addition, the book serves as a useful resource for students in graduate-level courses in international management.
Rapid improvements and constant advancements in information technology have inevitably lead to significant changes for businesses across the globe. As a result, some of
these large shifts have unfortunately ended in major financial crises. Technology and Financial Crisis: Economical and Analytical Views investigates financial crises from unique
points of view. Not only does this publication consider the broader economical implications that a financial crisis can have on one business or on a whole country, but it also
thoroughly discusses the smaller areas which are affected or contribute to the downfall. This book is intended to be of use to the public sector, researchers, practitioners, and
educators who are interested in the affects of a financial crises and possible ways to reduce such large scale problems in the future.
Understanding the current state of affairs and tools available in the study of international finance is increasingly important as few areas in finance can be divorced completely
from international issues. International Finance reflects the new diversity of interest in international finance by bringing together a set of chapters that summarizes and
synthesizes developments to date in the many and varied areas that are now viewed as having international content. The book attempts to differentiate between what is known,
what is believed, and what is still being debated about international finance. The survey nature of this book involves tradeoffs that inevitably had to be made in the process given
the vast footprint that constitutes international finance. No single book can cover everything. This book, however, tries to maintain a balance between the micro and macro
aspects of international finance. Although each chapter is self-contained, the chapters form a logical whole that follows a logical sequence. The book is organized into five broad
categories of interest: (1) exchange rates and risk management, (2) international financial markets and institutions, (3) international investing, (4) international financial
management, and (5) special topics. The chapters cover market integration, financial crisis, and the links between financial markets and development in some detail as they
relate to these areas. In each instance, the contributors to this book discuss developments in the field to date and explain the importance of each area to finance as a field of
study. Consequently, the strategic focus of the book is both broad and narrow, depending on the reader's needs. The entire book provides a broad picture of the current state of
international finance, but a reader with more focused interests will find individual chapters illuminating on specific topics.
Principles of Corporate Finance is the worldwide leading text that describes the theory and practice of corporate finance. Throughout the book the authors show how managers
use financial theory to solve practical problems and as a way of learning how to respond to change by showing not just how but why companies and management act as they do.
The text is comprehensive, authoritative, and modern and yet the material is presented at a common sense level. The discussions and illustrations are unique due to the depth of
detail blended with a distinct sense of humor for which the book is well known and highly regarded. This text is a valued reference for thousands of practicing financial managers.
Prepare for success in international finance with this best-selling book's effective presentation of in-depth theory and practical applications. INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT 12E builds on the fundamental principles of corporate finance to provide the timely information and contemporary insights needed to prosper in today's global
business environment. This book discusses a wide range of managerial topics using a strong corporate perspective and highlights financial reform and its impact on the
international finance today. An emphasis on the most recent financial industry trends further prepares readers to understand and effectively manage within the dynamic field of
international finance. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
PointsMini-Case The Venezuelan Bolivar Black Market; Questions; Problems; Internet Exercises; Chapter 6 International Parity Conditions; 6.1 Prices and Exchange Rates; 6.2
Interest Rates and Exchange Rates; 6.3 Forward Rate as an Unbiased Predictor of the Future Spot Rate; 6.4 Prices, Interest Rates, and Exchange Rates in Equilibrium;
Summary Points; Mini-Case Mrs. Watanabe and the Japanese Yen Carry Trade; Questions; Problems; Internet Exercises; Appendix: An Algebraic Primer to International Parity
Conditions; Chapter 7 Foreign Currency Derivatives: Futures and Options
Despite its size and importance, a surprising lack of basic knowledge exists about the oil and gas industry.With their timely new book, authors Andrew Inkpen and Michael H.
Moffett have written a nontechnical book to help readers with technical backgrounds better understand the business of oil and gas. They describe and analyze the global oil and
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gas industry, focusing on its strategic, financial, and business aspects and addressing a wide range of topics organized around the oil and gas industry value chain, starting with
exploration and ending with products sold to consumers.The Global Oil & Gas Industry is a single source for anyone interested in how the business of the worldís largest industry
actually works: business executives, students, government officials and regulators, professionals working in the industry, and the general public.
The publication of Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America has kindled interest across disciplines to appraise the exceptional nature of U.S. activities. In general, however,
all the published works have not focused their analyses from an economic point of view. While economics was for some a “dismal science” following Thomas Carlyle’s
characterization of Malthus’ demographic model, it has increasingly become the “queen of the social sciences” for more practitioners. The book fills a gap in the literature by
describing the American contributors as precursors and genuinely exceptional economists. We present their works within the state of the nation in which they advance their
discipline. One is treated to both qualitative and quantitative theories in the opening chapter. Budding theories that became established theories of Economics and Finance are
investigated in Chapters II and III. When President John Adams was confronted with M. Turgot’s criticisms of the American government, he resorted to a historic survey of types
of government from ancient Greece to the Middle Ages. Similarly, we have included a final chapter, Chapter IV, to present the argument for American Exceptionalism in the
domain of Political Economy and Economic Law over the ages.
With its exciting introduction of the Harley-Davidson focus company theme, this book continues to provide a solid, enduring foundation of the tools of modern theory while at the
same time developing the logic behind their use. The “10 Principles of Finance” (formerly “Axioms” ) provide the framework, or “the big picture” of finance, which ties the major
concepts of the book together.A six-part organization covers the scope and environment of financial management, valuation of financial assets, investment in long-term assets,
capital structure and dividend policy, working-capital management, and special topics in finance, and special topics in finance.For an enduring understanding of the basic tools
and fundamental principles upon which finance is based.
A textbook with innovative real-world macroeconomic analyses of timely policy issues, with case studies and examples from more than fifty countries. This timely and refreshingly
real–world focused textbook examines some of the world's most critical policy issues through a macroeconomics lens. After presenting analytical foundations, modeling tools, and
theoretical perspectives, Economics of Global Business goes a step further than most other texts, with a practical look at the local and multinational tradeoffs facing economic
policymakers in more than fifty countries. Topics range from income equality and the financial crisis to GDP, inflation and unemployment, and, notably, one of the first
macroeconomic examinations of climate change. Written by a globetrotting economist who teaches and consults on three continents, Economics of Global Business aims not for
definitive answers but rather to provide a better understanding of the context-dependent rationales, constraints, and consequences of economic policy decisions. The book
covers long-run and short-run growth (with examples from the United States, China, the European Union, South Korea, Japan, Latin America, Africa, Australia, and Vietnam);
financial crises and central banks; monetary and fiscal policies; government budgets; currency regimes; climate change and macroeconomics; income inequality; and
globalization. All chapters rely on recent and historical examples of economic policy in action. The book is particularly suitable for use as an introduction to macroeconomics for
business students.
For a first course in international business at the undergraduate or M.B.A. Level. Section 1 discusses the nature of international business and the three environments in which an
international businessperson works. Section II examines the important international organizations, the international monetary system and their input in business. Section III
discesses the uncontrollable forces that make up the foreign environments and illustrates their effects on business practices. The final section deals with the functions of
management and shows how managers deal with the uncontrollable forces. Trends and new directives of international companies are also treated.
This book provides students with a balanced perspective on business in a global environment, exploring implications for multinational companies in developed and emerging
markets. This is the first text of its kind to emphasize strategic decision making as the cornerstone of its approach while focusing on emerging markets. Traditional topics, like
foreign exchange markets and global competition, are contrasted with emerging operations, like Chinese market intervention and Islamic finance, to provide students with an
understanding of successful business strategy. Readers learn to develop and implement these strategies across cultures, and across economic, legal, and religious institutions,
in order to cope with competitive players in the global landscape. Application-based chapters open with reading goals and conclude with case studies and discussion questions to
encourage a practical understanding of strategy. With in-depth analyses and recommended strategies, this edition provides students of international business with the skills they
need for success on the global stage. A companion website features an instructor’s manual, test bank, PowerPoint slides, and useful links for instructors as well as practice
quizzes, flashcards, and web resources for students.
In a globalized society, individuals in business, government, and a variety of other fields must frequently communicate and work with individuals of different cultures and
backgrounds. Effectively bridging the culture gap is critical to success in such scenarios. Cross-Cultural Interaction: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores
contemporary research and historical perspectives on intercultural competencies and transnational organizations. This three-volume compilation will present a compendium of
knowledge on cultural diversity and the impact this has on modern interpersonal interactions. Within these pages, a variety of researchers, scholars, professionals, and leaders
who interact regularly with the global society will find useful insight and fresh perspectives on the field of cross-cultural interaction.
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Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in the context of core themes such as
customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and managing change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds of current business examples from a range of
industries and geographic locations, which feature a variety of individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of business concepts, with attention
to the knowledge and skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
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